Impulse-sequence representation of the excitation source component of normal speech signal has been of considerable interest in speech coding research. If a similar representation can be made for nonverbal (i.e., nonnormal or nonneutral) speech sounds, that would immensely help in their acoustic analyses and diverse applications. This paper proposes a representation of the excitation source characteristics of nonverbal speech sounds signal, in terms of a time-domain sequence of impulses or impulse-like pulses. The nonverbal speech sounds are examined in three categories, namely, emotional speech, paralinguistic sounds and expressive voices. This categorisation is proposed, based upon the degree of rapid changes in pitch of these sounds. A modified zero-frequency filtering (modZFF) method is proposed for obtaining an impulse sequence representation of the excitation source component in the acoustic signal of nonverbal speech sounds. Effectiveness of the proposed representation is validated by analysis-by-synthesis approach and perceptual evaluation for Noh singing voice signals. This representation may also be helpful in significant savings in the terms of signal storage and processing requirement, apart from analysis and speech coding of the nonverbal sounds.
Introduction
Assistive technologies can be developed using acoustic cues, that are produced by the human speech production mechanism. For example, analysis of cough sounds may help medical experts in the diagnosis of the type of ailment, the type of infant cry may indicate to mother the cause of cry, or the Unh/Ahan/Hum/Laugh sounds may indicate to psychologists the attention level or attitude etc. Thus there can be a vast range of clinical or other applications possible, in assistive or augmentative roles, using signal processing methods on the acoustic signals of such sounds. But the methods that work well for normal speech, may not work for such sounds. Hence, there is need to develop appropriate signal processing methods, characterize these sounds and develop the systems for assistive applications.
Human speech sounds can be classified into verbal and nonverbal sounds. Verbal speech is normal speech that consists of phonation and linguistic sounds, and mostly follows syntax rules. An articulatory description exists for these reproducible sounds. Nonverbal speech sounds carry nonlinguistic information that may be more effective in communication. For example, accent, native dialect, attitude, gestures, moods (interested or indifferent), emotions (happy, sad, angry etc.), articulation and identity. No clear description of articulation exists for these.
Their production is mostly involuntary and spontaneous. Based upon the content (verbal/nonverbal), production (involuntary or controlled) and intelligibility, these can be categorised as: emotional speech, paralinguistic sounds and expressive voices [1] .
Emotional speech consists of linguistic content and communicates either emotions (shout, anger, sad, fear, happy etc.) or affective states (boredom, interest, surprise etc.). Paralinguistic sounds consist of mostly nonlinguistic content (laughter, cry, cough, sneeze, yawn etc.) and communicate a speaker's emotional state or some acoustic-physiological event. These sounds may occur as interspersed with normal speech. Expressive voices (e.g., Opera or Noh singing) consist of mostly nonverbal (singing) sounds, mixed with little linguistic content. These are specially trained artistic voices, whose production is voluntarily controlled and involves rapid changes in their excitation characteristics [1] . Noh is a Japanese performance art, that involves high emotional expressivity in singing voice [2] . However, these terminologies proposed by the author, may have overlapping semantics and preferences amongst researchers.
Nonverbal speech sounds have few common characteristics. These are nonsustainable (i.e., occur for short bursts of time), nonnormal (i.e., deviations from normal), form a continuum (are nondiscrete) and indicate humaneness (help distinguishing between a human and a humanoid). Analysing their production characteristics is a challenging task, because significant changes occur in their excitation source characteristics. An effective representation of their source characteristics can help in a range of applications, such as spotting these in continuous speech, event detection, classification, speaker identification, man/machine discrimination and speech synthesis etc. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
Research challenges unique to nonverbal speech sounds can be related to production, databases and classification. Production-specific challenges relate to their spontaneity and production-control. Databases issues relate to their continuum nature, quality of emoting and reference. Classification issues relate to discriminating between normal-nonverbal, spotting nonverbal sounds (in continuous speech) and identifying its category. The nonverbal and normal speech sounds seem to differ in their production characteristics. For example, nonverbal sounds occur in short-bursts of time, with significant changes in their excitation source characteristics and possibly associated changes in the vocal tract system characteristics. Signal processing methods that work well for analysing the normal speech, have limitations for nonverbal speech sounds [1] . Hence, how to derive the excitation source characteristics from the acoustic signal for nonverbal speech sounds, is a challenge.
Impulse-sequence representation of the excitation was attempted in speech coders for achieving low bit-rates of coding and natural-sounding voice quality of synthesized speech. Speech coders can be categorised as waveform coders, vocoders and hybrid codecs. Waveform coders [8, 9] aimed at mimicking the speech waveform, to the best possible extent. Vocoders [10, 11] used linear prediction (LP) coding [12, 13] or residualexcited LP (RELP) [14] that lead to the development of codebook excited LP (CELP) [15] codecs. Hybrid or analysis-bysynthesis codecs aimed at achieving intelligible speech with bit-rates ≤ 4 kbps. Excitation source information was represented using multi-pulse [9, 16, 17, 18] , regular-pulse [19] , or CELP [15] sequences. These approaches differed in estimating the pulse position, amplitude or phase. Hence, how to represent that excitation source information in terms of a time-domain sequence of impulses for nonverbal sounds, is second challenge.
Production of normal speech sounds reflects the differences in the locations of excitation impulses and their relative amplitudes [20] . For example, in fricative sounds the impulses occur at random intervals with amplitudes of low strength, but for the vowel-like regions these impulses occur at nearly regular intervals with smooth changes in their amplitudes [21] . In the production of nonverbal speech sounds, these impulses are likely to occur at rapidly changing intervals, with significant changes in impulse amplitudes. For example, expressive voices (e.g., Noh singing) have aperiodicity in the excitation component due to unequal intervals between successive impulses and unequal strengths of excitation around these [20] . Production of nonverbal speech sounds also involves the amplitude and frequency modulation related to the voluntary pitch-control or other involuntary changes, whose effect on the pitch perception could be significant [22] . Hence, the third important question is -how to determine the locations and amplitudes of the impulses that represent the excitation source information in nonverbal sounds?
This paper explores answers to these three key questions. The excitation source characteristics is represented in terms of a time-domain sequence of impulses, with their relative strengths. The impulse-sequence representation for normal speech can be obtained using the zero-frequency filtering (ZFF) [23, 24] . But, when pitch period changes rapidly, the ZFF method needs to be modified, in order to capture the subtle variations in the excitation characteristics. These may be related to irregular intervals between epochs and varying strengths of the impulses, e.g., in laughter [25] or expressive voices [20, 22] . Shorter window lengths (≤ one pitch period) may highlight more information for signals having rapid pitch variations, but it is difficult to interpret few epochs sometimes. In order to eliminate the need for selecting an appropriate window length and also to minimize its effect on the derived impulse sequence for nonverbal speech sounds, a modified zero-frequency filtering (modZFF) method is proposed. Analysis-by-synthesis approach is adopted for validating the effectiveness of the proposed representation. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing methods for representing the excitation source information in normal speech. The proposed modZFF method for nonverbal speech sounds is described in Section 3. Representation of the excitation source characteristics of different nonverbal speech sounds is discussed in Section 4. Validation of the proposed method is carried out in Section 5, using analysis-by-synthesis approach. Section 6 gives a summary and scope of further work.
Existing methods for normal speech
Excitation source characteristics in normal speech signal was extracted using different approaches in speech coding methods. (a) Waveform coders used transform coders [13] , pulse-code modulation (PCM), differential PCM, delta-modulation [8] or adaptive predictive coding [26] , to reproduce the speech with high voice quality and minimum distortion. But speech coding bit-rate was high (≥ 16 kbits/sec). (b) LPC Vocoders used LP coders (all-pole filters) [13] , voice-excited vocoders with pulse-sequence/noise for voiced/unvoiced excitation [27] , or RELP vocoders with LP residual for the excitation [14] . Aim was to reduce coding bit-rate ≤ 2.4 kbits/sec with intelligible speech, but it was not natural-sounding. (c) Hybrid (analysisby-synthesis) codecs [9, 28, 29, 30] aimed at high intelligibility of synthesized speech with coding bit-rate ≤ 4.8 kbits/sec.
Hybrid codecs have two parts, encoder and decoder [28] . Encoder consists of synthesis filter, error-weighting and errorminimisation blocks. It analyses each 20 ms frame of signal s(n) by synthesizing multiple approximations to it, and then transmits to decoder the synthesis filter parameters and the excitation sequence u(n). Decoder synthesizes the signals(n), by passing the excitation u(n) through a synthesis (all-pole) filter
aiz −i as prediction error filter [9, 28] . Excitation u(n) can be chosen in 3 ways, to give minimum weighted-error e(n) between the original s(n) and the synthesized speechs(n). Multi-pulse excited codecs [9] model the ideal excitation by 8 nonzero pulses for every 10 ms frame, and use suboptimal methods to determine pulse positions and amplitudes. Regular-pulse excited (RPE) codecs [19] use nonzero pulses (regularly spaced at fixed interval) for excitation, needing to determine only the first pulse position and amplitudes of all pulses. CELP codecs [15] use for excitation an entry in a vector quantized code-book and a gain term, with low bit-rate. MPE codecs have lesser computational complexity than RPE codecs.
All-pole model of excitation in LPC vocoders
(i) Generic pole-zero model [31] : For a discrete time-series signal s[n], the system output is predicted from past outputs and present inputs, as
where b0 = 1, a k are system parameters, G is gain and u[n] the unknown input sequence. Taking its z transform, we get
, where
is transfer function of the system, i.e., the general pole-zero model,
(ii) All-pole model [32, 31] : Signal given by past output values and input
where G is gain. Taking its z transform, we get
, where H(z) is an all-pole transfer function.
(iii) Method of Least Squares [31] : For unknown input u[n], the output can be predicted ass
MPE model of the excitation
In MPE, an all-pole LPC synthesizer filter H(z) is excited by a sequence of pulses at positions t1, t2, ..., tn, ... with amplitudes α1, α2, ..., αn, ... [9] . This desired impulse-sequence (d[n]) excites the filter to produce synthesized outputs[n]. It is passed from a low-pass filter to produce the reconstructed speechŝ(t).
(i) Determining the MPE input to the LPC all-pole synthesis filter H(z):
is determined by modeling the LPC residual r[n], to minimize the weighted-mean square error computed from the difference e[n] between original speech s[n] and synthesized speechs [n] .
(ii) Transfer function of error-weighting filter [9] : The frequency-weighted error is = fs 0 
Parameter γ controls the error weight, i.e., W (z) = 1 − P (z) for γ = 0, and W (z) = 1 for γ = 1, (typically γ = 0.8).
(iii) Key objective in MPE-LPC model [33] :
. Denoting the vector of cross-correlation terms in numerator by αm and matrix of correlation terms in denominator by φij, the optimal amplitude isÂm = (ii) Re-optimization after having 'all' pulse positions [29] : Using limits of errorē 2 as −∞ to +∞, the optimal pulse amplitudeÂm depends on best pulse-position m, for which |αm| is maximized and φmm is minimized. Mean square error for all np pulses, after getting positions upto mi, isē 2 
Differentiating it w.r.t. all pulse amplitudes Am i , we get n (
Replacing the cross-correlation terms αm i and correlation terms φm i m i , we get a set of simultaneous equations: φm i m j Â m i = αm i , where i, j = 1, 2, ..., np,Âm i is optimal amplitude at position mi and np is number of pulses in N samples block. It can be solved by Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix of elements φij. Pulse-amplitude re-optimization can be carried out after having 'all' pulse positions [29] or 'each' pulse position [34] .
Estimating the positions of pulses in MPE
(i) Pulse correlation method [29] : Best location for an excitation pulse is m, at which the amplitudeÂm is optimal and error e 2 minimum. Impulse response of the synthesis filter H(γz) dies-off quickly due to the factor γ, hence this part can be truncated. In autocorrelation analysis the correlation term (φij) is generated by filtering {hn}, using recursive synthesis filter. In covariance multi-pulse analysis the correlation {φij} is defined recursively as φi−1, j−i = φij + hN−i hN−j. Initial crosscorrelation φij can be computed using synthesis filter ({dn}).
(ii) Pitch-interpolation method [28] : In this, the pulseposition is obtained by interpolating the pitch-period, to minimize the errorē 2 [n]. Synthesis filter parameters {a k } are used with an error weighting filter H(γz), to reduce the perceptual distortion. Use of maximum cross-correlation αm gives the optimum location mi of i th pulse, determined by finding maximum absolute amplitude Am for pulse at location mi.
, where 1 ≤ mi, mj ≤ N , N is number of samples, and α h (mi) is cross-correlation between weighted speech s[n] and impulse-response
The φij is autocorrelation of response h[n − m], and Am are amplitudes of pulses determined upto i th location. The correlation terms α hs and autocorrelation terms φ hh are:
(iii) SPE-CELP method [30] : It uses single-pulse excitation (SPE) instead of multi-pulse, in a pitch-period. The CELP coding [15] does not provide appropriate periodicity of pulses in synthesized speech for bit-rates ≤ 4 kbits/sec, because small code-book size and coarse quantization of gain factor cause large fluctuations in the spectral characteristics between two periods. In SPE-CELP [30] a LP coder first classifies speech into periodic and non-periodic intervals, then non-periodic speech is synthesized like in CELP coding [28] . Periodic speech is synthesized using single-pulse excitation, and using an algorithm to determine the pitch-markers in short blocks of periodic speech.
Speech coding methods have focused at representing the excitation information in normal speech signal in the terms of a sequence of impulse-like pulses, either to reduce the bit-rate of speech coding or to increase the voice quality of synthesized speech. This impulse-sequence representation of the excitation information for nonverbal speech sounds is not yet attempted, to the best of our knowledge. It is proposed in the next section.
Proposed method for nonverbal sounds
Speech coding methods focus at representing the excitation in terms of a sequence of impulse-like pulses, for normal speech. An impulse-sequence representation of the excitation information for nonverbal sounds signals is proposed in this section.
The ZFF method [23, 24] has two limitations when applied for deriving the impulse sequence representation for nonverbal speech sounds: (i) shorter window length would be required for trend removal and (ii) impulse sequence for aperiodic signals may be affected by the choice of shorter window length. Both these limitations are addressed in the recently proposed modified zero-frequency filtering (modZFF) method by using gradually reducing window lengths, instead of a fixed window length, for the trend removal operation [22] . Key steps involved in the proposed modZFF method are as follows: This sequence represents the excitation source characteristics. The preprocessing step used here for down-sampling to 8 kHz and then upsampling back to the original sampling frequency helps in reducing the number of spurious impulses [22] . The locations and amplitudes of the impulses in SoE based impulsesequence representation obtained for nonverbal speech sounds, using this modZFF method are not sensitive to the choice of last window length in 1.0 ms to 2.5 ms range [22] . The modZFF method helps deriving the impulse sequence to represent the excitation source component of nonverbal speech sound signal, with negligible spurious impulses. But this sparse representation leads to significant savings in terms of storage space and processing requirement.
Representing the source characteristics
The modZFF method helps deriving the impulse sequence representation of the excitation source component of nonverbal sounds signals. The amplitudes of impulses are the SoE at the respective impulse locations. Excitation impulse sequences obtained for anger (emotional speech), laughter and cry (paralinguistic sounds), and Noh singing (expressive voices) are illustrated in figures Fig. 1(b), Fig. 2(b), Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b) , respectively. It may be observed from these figures that the impulse sequence representation of the excitation source com- [35, 25, 2] used in this study. This proposed representation of the excitation source information also results in the savings of storage space, as given in Table 1 . Savings in the terms of average number of sample points, is computed for 3-5 files of each of the three types of acoustic signals of nonverbal speech sounds examined in this study. The results appear interesting. The relative space saving (like compression) is less (97.44%) for emotional speech, more (98.82%) for paralinguistic sounds, and further more (99.19%) for expressive voices. It could possibly be related to the relative presence of linguistic speech content and expressivity.
Validation by analysis-by-synthesis
Effectiveness of the proposed impulse sequence representation of the excitation source information in nonverbal speech sounds th case, LP residual (LPRes) is used for the excitation. The impulse sequences and the SoE are derived using the modZFF method. The acoustic signal is synthesized by exciting a 12 th order LP model, computed at impulse locations (epochs) for Noh voice signals down-sampled to 8 kHz for each case. Noh voice signal is chosen because of its more rapid changes in pitch, than paralinguistic sounds and emotional speech. Perceptual listening tests are carried out for each case, by 10 subjects (7 male, 3 female). Scores on a scale of 1 to 5 are given by each subject, for perceptual closeness between the original Noh voice and the corresponding synthesized signal. Then the average scores are computed for each case.
In Table 2 , the results are given for these 4 cases, in columns (a)-(d), respectively. It may be observed that the synthesized acoustic signal using the SoE impulse sequence for excitation (column (c)) sounds relatively better in comparison to the other two sequences (columns (a) and (b)). The synthesized acoustic signal using the impulse sequences with location information, and amplitude as UImps (column (a)) or LF Model (column (b)), is still intelligible. It indicates that the impulse location information is relatively more important than the amplitudes information, and carries more content. The amplitudes of impulses are not very critical. But the perceptual scores are better if the SoE impulse sequence (column (c)) is used for the excitation. It indicates effectiveness of the modZFF method in obtaining the SoE impulse sequence. However, naturalness is lost if the excitation consists of only a sequence of impulses, as it does not have other residual information. This is validated by the synthesized acoustic signal using LP residual for excitation (column (d)). This signal sounds relatively much better and is quite close to the original Noh voice, because the residual information in-between the impulses is also present in this case.
Summary and conclusion
Nonverbal speech sounds have subharmonics and aperiodic content in their excitation source component, it was examined earlier. Human perception takes into account all likely values of the changing pitch frequency in these regions. If these relatively important nonuniform intervals and nonuniform amplitudes in the excitation impulse sequence are made uniform, then valuable information is lost. Hence, key challenge lies in estimating the locations and relative amplitudes of these impulse-like pulses in the sequence representing the excitation information. Speech coding methods have focused at obtaining the excitation impulse sequence only for normal speech. This paper proposes an impulse-sequence representation of the excitation source information in acoustic signals of nonverbal speech sounds using a recently proposed modified zero-frequency filtering method.
Nonverbal sounds are examined in three categories, namely, emotional speech, paralinguistic sounds and expressive voices. Anger speech, laughter and cry, and Noh singing voices are examined respectively for these three categories. A time-domain impulse-sequence representing the excitation information in the signal, for each case, is obtained using the modZFF method. Validation of the proposed representation is carried out by analysis-synthesis and perceptual evaluation.
This representation of excitation information in nonverbal speech sounds signal should be helpful in their analysis, representation and speech-coding. It can also lead to significant savings in-terms of such signals' storage and processing requirement, with minimal loss or intelligibility of the reproduced/synthesized sounds, towards development of assistive technologies for wider applications.
